Initiation of a vertical jump: the human body's upward propulsion depends on control of forward equilibrium.
The aim of the study was to understand: (i), how far anticipatory postural adjustments (APA) participate in the sequences of a complex task; (ii), how, in the sagittal plane, horizontal and vertical progressions of the center of gravity (CG) are managed to achieve the prescribed goal. A posturo-kinetics sequence is identified during which forward CG progression is controlled in terms of a center of pressure (CP)-CG interaction. CP shifts and horizontal CG accelerations are correlated in timing and amplitude. There exists a control of whole body progression during the impulse, implying a braking of forwards movement. Vertical and horizontal CG accelerations are inter-dependent, and backward CP shift duration is related to its forward displacement. During the vertical jump initiation, whole body vertical propulsion and forward fall are linked. To increase impulse amplitude, initial whole body disequilibrium is lengthened and forward CG acceleration is greater. APA programming is probably elaborated on the basis of cognitive evaluation of the antero-posterior disturbance.